Dear Metro Chair Supervisor Sheila Kuehl and the Metro Board:

We, the undersigned organizations, representing members of the Metro Policy Advisory Council (PAC) and allies, are deeply invested in the future transportation system of Greater Los Angeles that is being determined by decisions made today. We recognize the role transportation and mobility play for all people in Los Angeles to access resources and opportunities, as well as the climate implications of trips.

This letter summarizes our collective recommendations to the Metro Board regarding the recent Metro initiative, The Re-Imagining LA County: Mobility, Equity and the Environment ("Re-
1) **Apply the Equity Platform Framework, including a shared definition and performance measures, to all Metro policies, plans, and future investments**

It has been one year since the Metro Board signified its commitment to social equity and adopted the Metro Equity Platform Framework. However, policies continue to be shaped (2% Active Transportation Program) and investments continue to be committed (Twenty Eight by ‘28 Initiative) without an equity framework.

Currently, Re-Imagining LA County mentions equity only in the context of maintaining bus operation funds, which is insufficient. Equity has many dimensions, including socio-economic, racial, demographic, geographic / regional, modal, access, and opportunities provided. **We strongly urge the Board in the next three months to approve a shared definition of equity and performance measures methodology to implement the Equity Platform Framework.**

2) **Specific financing recommendations from Re-Imagining LA County, particularly congestion pricing, should be tied to equity, access, sustainability, and mobility goals using data and stakeholder engagement**

The bold ideas explored in Re-Imagining LA County create an opportunity to address important priorities identified in the Metro Equity Platform, Vision 2028 Strategic Plan, or public feedback on the NextGen Bus Study and LRTP. These past and ongoing efforts have been conducted with public input, research and analysis, and offer clear lessons and best practices for moving ahead with Re-Imagining LA County.

In contrast, 28x28 priorities for project acceleration have been set without clear alignment with or guidance from policy, equity, or community engagement. Further, the 28x28 list calls for accelerating four freeway-widening projects, which do not appear to enhance any mobility, access, sustainability, or equity goals set in other Metro plans and policies. If 28x28 sets precedent for Metro to accelerate high-cost and seemingly arbitrary project lists with voter-approved Measure M funds, we risk undermining data-driven and researched guidelines such as the LRTP that might otherwise responsibly and effectively invest billions of public dollars.

Congestion pricing as a tool to reduce vehicle congestion and generate transportation revenue is a transformative notion that could impact Los Angeles County. As such, generating revenue (particularly for project lists not tied to equity or other agency goals) should not be the single goal of a congestion pricing method applied to Greater Los Angeles. **We support “decoupling” any studies or implementation of congestion pricing from the Board-proposed 28x28 project list.**

3) **Protect local funding for local transit service, Vision Zero, first-last mile and complete streets, sidewalk and road repair and transit oriented communities**

Re-Imagining LA County also considers the reallocation of two Measure M local funding sources: local return and the Multi-Year Subregional Programs (MSPs).

Local return and MSP funds comprise the majority, if not exclusive, allocations in Measure M for local jurisdictions to support safer streets and sidewalks, multi-modal connectivity, and anti-displacement efforts. Implementing a unilateral decision to shift these funds without a data-driven and community-vetted framework threatens to undermine improvements for local cities, particularly those with the least resources. This directly conflicts with the second pillar of the Equity Platform, which seeks to provide resources to
those jurisdictions. We do not support any reallocation of local funding without clear policy alignment and authentic community engagement.

We thank you for considering these recommendations and continuing Metro’s support of equity implementation.

Sincerely,

Manal Aboelata  
Prevention Institute

Josefina Aguilar  
T.R.U.S.T South L.A.

Scott Chan  
Asian Pacific Islander Forward Movement

Emilia Crotty  
Los Angeles Walks

Joe Delgado  
Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment

David Diaz  
ActiveSGV/ BikeSGV

Rudy Espinoza  
LURN

Mindy Garland  
Los Angeles Black Workers Center

Leslie Graham  
Green Commuter

Randal Henry  
Community Intelligence

Araceli Hernandez  
Nature For All

Anisha Hingorani  
Advancement Project California

Eli Akira Kaufman  
Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition

David Levitus  
LA Forward

Bryn Lindblad  
Climate Resolve

Chanchanit Martorell  
Thai Community Development Center

Jonathan Matz  
Safe Routes to School National Partnership

Jessica Meaney  
Investing in Place
Rio Oxas
People for Mobility Justice

Diana Pinto
South Central LAMP

Andres Ramirez
Pacoima Beautiful

Stephanie Ramirez
AARP California

Laura Raymond
Alliance for Community Transit - LA
(ACT-LA)

Amanda Staples
American Heart Association

Alexandra Suh
Koreatown Immigrant Workers Alliance

Sissy Trinh
SEACA

Melanie Winter
The River Project